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Personalization through Programmability
By Travis Ewert, Tim Nice

Within the networking industry today, the confluence of open
networking, software-defined control automation, and analytics-driven
management has resulted in many definitions of what we all refer to
as ‘Programmable Networking.’ You will see versions of this across
service providers and suppliers showing up as Intelligent Networking,
Adaptive Networking, SWDriven, Intent Based Networking, Control
and Feedback Loop, and on and on.
What these all have in common is agility and the ability to act quickly,
easily, and with speed. Although all of this verbiage is common in
root definition and intent, there is not consistency in describing what
this means to the user and overall experience and value created for
them.
The ultimate business driver should be that of Customer Experience
(CX) and how all of these advanced networking paradigms can be
leveraged to provide the ultimate CX. More specifically, allowing the
network operator to be able to custom-define the experience (for
themselves, their end customers, their partners, and so on). Enter
the Customer Defined Experience (CDX)™, which is the enabler for
the customer to truly personalize their experience to their unique
network and customer needs. When the customer can define inputs,
business rules, and outcomes for their network, services, and
corresponding automation, a truly differentiated CX can be delivered.

of customization to serve the needs of the user. Essentially this gives
the right level of control to the right people at the right time, which is
needed in order to create the ideal experience. See Figure 1 on CDX.

Customer Defined Experience
A Customer Defined Experience brings together and enables the
unique needs of the customer, and the technical aspects to meet
those needs. It matches these to the expectations of the customer
in a simple and seamless way. Similar to today’s smartphone, an
individual user decides what apps they need, how they are organized
and used, what notifications are enabled, and much more.
There are some distinct challenges to overcome when creating a
personalized experience around automation. The first challenge is to
build a strategic awareness that this personalization will be required
for the employees of network operators along with the option to
extend it to their end customers. The second challenge is to settle
upon core features and how the customer would effectively use
them. Lastly, it is important to deliver on these uniquely personal
expectations in a way that can be componentized and scale for
today’s digital transformation initiatives.
Going back to the smartphone example, CDX addresses this with a
simple approach. Core features (network automation apps) should
work right out of the box, be simple and intuitive, and provide a layer
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Customer – Always start with the customer. This is more than a
guiding principle and applies to all of these coined terms (CX, DX, UX).
In our complex world of network hardware and software, the human
factor is still critical to making good business decisions. It is important
to remember who is using the tool, what their specific needs are, and
how you can maximize the value you provide for them.
Defined – Every network is different, and every customer is different,
so your platform should be flexible enough to fit the unique demands.
An ondemand and personalized platform to suit the specific needs of
the individual user roles and network is critical (as programmed by the
customer or user). Most of us are used to living in a data-rich world but
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getting through the noise and understanding what data is important
and getting this at the right level of detail to the right person can seem
next to impossible. Most off-the-shelf solutions aren’t flexible enough,
and we know that pure data isn’t actionable, so finding that balance is
just one example of what CDX helps customers accomplish. It requires
a balance between best practices and customer preferences. Drinking
from a firehose is no fun, but neither is drinking from a drip, so allow
the user to custom-define the level of visibility and control they need,
not just at the presentation layer but in all aspects of the experience
EXperience – We simplify through what we’re calling smart profiles
(applicable to both UI/UX and API frameworks). You can use these
profiles as a starting point. These can be customized in layout,
presentation, and prioritization of the data that is most important to
you. This single step removes a lot of the complexity, which is really
just another way of saying ‘I only really care about X, Y & Z and all
this other data is for someone else.’ When you have this level of
simplification for your own employees, you create a better overall
employee experience.
Taking this a step further, giving some level of similar control and
customization with presets for your customers is simple since it is
built into the platform from the ground up. When you create a better
employee experience, you will automatically create a better customer
experience. Furthermore, when you enable a more personalized
experience for the end customer, you end up with happy customers,
happy employees, and ultimately differentiation in an otherwise
complex environment.

Personalization through programmability
What then is the approach to realize this Customer Defined
Experience? As a summary grouping of a core framework, there are
four suggested key pillars that make up the referenced approach to
personalization, as enabled through programmability.
Automation – of networks and services to achieve full visibility and
control. This requires direct interaction and communication with the
network to know what is there (inventory – physical and logical), how
it is performing (telemetry – health and performance), and the ability

Personalization – As the last pillar,
personalization becomes the
consumption of the referenced
Network Automation, standard and
customized Data and Analytics,
as delivered through RESTful Web
Services. This becomes the enabler
of Network-as-a-Service(NaaS)

to enact change (new, modify, disconnect). This level of automation
requires command-and-control protocol interactions with the
underlying network elements (such as TL1, SNMP, REST, netConf, others).
This See (what is there), Know (how it is performing), and Act (ability
to enact change) framework requires a Network Domain Controller to
abstract and normalize this ‘network touch’ complexity across multivendor, multi-generation, and multi-technology to individual network
elements and their respective OS versioning along the way. This results
in thousands upon thousands of unique permutations to consider.
Programmability – reflects collection and analytics from all data from
the referenced visibility and control automation. This data reflects that
collection and which is real-time and trended, across single streams
or that which is correlated across multiple sources. The application of
algorithms can be basic if/then/else or those which are more advanced
against real-time, trended, and correlated datasets (leveraging

Figure 2: The core of personalization
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Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence). The extension of this
programmability is also inclusive of inventory-centric use cases around
what is physically in place (resource layer), and that which is logically in
place (services layer).
Overall, this is where CDX first shows up and drives the ability to
‘custom define’ what data to analyze, when to take an action. It also
defines the ‘determined outcome’ of the actioning. Simple examples
might reflect a notification of when network capacity hits a threshold
alert, highlighting the need for a growth job. Other analytics-driven
examples reflect control-loop actioning where a defined performance
threshold or trendline is crossed, automated test and triage occurs,
root-cause is determined, and automated remediation occurs,
if possible. An example that is beyond that of if/then/else against
specified datasets is that which is calendared, or scheduled, where
specific times or days and times have a specified policy that is
enacted (for example, different notification or decisioning for test or
triage automation, outside of NOC business hours).
Service Infrastructure – reflects the ‘plumbing’ of how the respective
network automations, advanced analytics, and customer defined
actioning can be extended to consuming applications. This becomes
examples of what is referred to as ‘make it look all the same’ as
the Application Programming Interface (APIs) for the referenced
automations look the same across disparate network elements,
generations of technologies, varying OS releases, and broader. As
an example, the API for ‘Get Inventory’ looks the same for nextgeneration network elements from one supplier as it does for legacy
network elements from another supplier. This componentization of
network automations is also extended to RESTful Web Services and
Cloud Native architectures leveraging containerization, microservices,
and dynamic orchestration, to extend these customer defined use
cases and integrations to the broader ecosystem.
Personalization – As the last pillar, personalization becomes the
consumption of the referenced Network Automation, standard and

Overall, this is where CDX first shows up
and drives the ability to ‘custom define’
what data to analyze, when to take an
action. It also defines the ‘determined
outcome’ of the actioning.

customized Data and Analytics, as delivered through RESTful Web
Services. This becomes the enabler of Network-as-a-Service (NaaS),
where an individual automation, series of automations, customized
algorithm applied, and broader can be consumed by a network operator
or their end customers. This NaaS framework can be leveraged for
uniform integrations to legacy BSS/OSS, multi-domain orchestration
within an SDN reference model, a customized UI/UX portal for
operations, or extended directly to an end customer. We like to look
at this as a bucket of building blocks, with each one representing an
individualized automation, algorithm, in standard form or customized
form, that can be leveraged as one brick, or a custom creation of bricks,
as the enabler of a truly differentiated experience.

CDX in summary
In summary, a Customer Defined Experience reduces all the
complexities of network and serviceautomation, and advanced
data and analytics and allows for programmability across the entire
experience. The end output is a simplification that can be personalized
for the ultimate experience.
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